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Itty-Bitty, Teeny-Tiny 
Tales by | Rob Reid                      

• Storytime •

Grades 
PK–2 G ood things come in small packages is not just 

a cliché. Children can identify with the 
smallest characters in a story because they 

are often the smallest characters around in the real 
world. They get a big kick when small characters 
perform heroic acts and come out on top, and this 
storytime program celebrates those triumphant 
moments. 

Opening Picture Book
Tadpole Rex by Kurt Cyrus. In the land of huge 
dinosaurs, a tiny tadpole is born. He hides in the 
mud from predators. He grows legs and arms and 
climbs out of the water. The big dinosaurs are 
startled by this tiny creature. As time passes by, the 
big creatures disappear. “Gone are the stompers, the 
rippers, the roarers, the bone-crunching chompers. 
Gone are the dinosaurs . . .” But the frogs remain, 
and inside all of them are inner tyrannosaurs.

Storytelling Tip: Use a “majestic”-sounding 
voice to accompany the large illustrations. 
Contrast that voice with a tiny, high-pitched 
“Ribbet” when Rex gives his “roar.” 

Picture Book
Hot Rod Hamster by Cynthia Lord and Derek 
Anderson. A small hamster heads over to the 
junkyard to find a fast car. The hamster is given a 
choice: “Old car, new car, shiny painted blue car,/ 

Rust car, clean car, itty-bitty green car.” The text 
interacts with the audience: “Which would you 
choose?” The itty-bitty green car is the obvious 
choice and next the hamster has to decide which 
tires to pick. Once again, the audience chooses the 
tires and also other aspects of the car. At last, Hot 
Rod Hamster is ready for the big race. 

Storytelling Tip: When Hot Rod Hamster 
wins the race, the last audience question is 
“Crown prize, cup prize, cannot pick it up prize,/ 
Silver prize, gold prize, lots of fun to hold prize. 
Which would you choose?” Pause a few beats 
before silently revealing the next picture. Hot Rod 
Hamster chose them all. 

Picture Book
April and Esme, Tooth Fairies by Bob Graham. 
April and Esme are young fairies who live with 
their parents in a tiny house next to a tree stump 
right off a busy highway. (They own a tiny puppy 
that also has wings.) April wants to venture out to 
collect a boy’s tooth, even though she’s only seven 
and three quarters. Her parents reluctantly let the 
youngsters venture out. “Send me a text if you 
need to.” When they reach the human boy’s house, 
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Sat in a corner,
Eating his Christmas pie.
He stuck in his thumb 
And pulled out a plum,
And said ‘What a good boy am I.’” 

“Little Boy Blue come blow your horn,
The sheep’s in the meadow and the cow’s in the corn,
Where is the boy who looks after the sheep?
He’s under the haystack fast asleep.” 

“Little Bo Peep has lost her sheep,
And doesn’t know where to find them.
Leave them alone and they’ll come home,
Bringing their tails behind them.”

Picture Book
Little Bitty Mousie by Jim Aylesworth and 
Michael Hague. “Sweet Little Bitty Mousie,/ Just 
as cute as cute can be,/ Crept into a house one 
night/ To see what she could see.” She finds an 
alphabetical litany of items from Apple to “Z’ing.” 
The source of the “Z” snoring turns out to be a cat, 
who sends the mouse “run run run run running!” 
One of the highlights in the book is when the little 
mouse finds Lipstick. The illustrations show her 
face covered with it. 

Storytelling Tip: Before you start reading the 
book, teach the children the chant that comes up 
after every few alphabetical discoveries: “Tip-tip 
tippy tippy/ Went her little mousie toes./ Sniff-sniff 
sniffy sniffy/ Went her little mousie nose.” This 
participation makes the text flow faster for the 
audience.

they are dismayed to see the tooth in a glass full of 
water. April swims down to retrieve the tooth but 
they are spotted by the boy. He falls back to sleep 
but the fairies are worried. They send a text to 
their parents for advice. They finally get home and 
hang up the boy’s tooth in their rafters.

Storytelling Tip: The young fairies whisper 
in the sleeping boy’s ear, “We’re spirits of the air, 
Daniel. You dreamed us. You did not see us.” 
When you get to this part in the book, stop and 
ask your audience if they will help you. Ask them 
to repeat each line in a whisper, as the two fairies 
are doing in the boy’s ear. Read one line at a time 
and let the audience repeat the lines. Your listeners 
will be glad to help with the fairies’ solution. 

Poems
“Whisper Nursery Rhymes” adapted by Rob 
Reid. As a nice follow-up to April and Esme, Tooth 
Fairies, have the children recite some popular 
nursery rhymes that feature tiny characters. Ask 
them to pretend they are whispering them in the 
ear of the boy from the above book. Recite the 
first line in a whisper and have the children repeat 
each line in a whisper, too.

“Little Miss Muffet 
Sat on a tuffet,
Eating her curds and whey.
Along came a spider 
Who sat down beside her,
And frightened Miss Muffet away.”
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Song
“Acorn Brown” traditional. New words  
by Rob Reid. Have the children crouch down low 
to the ground as you sing the words to this popu-
lar camp song. The melody can be found on sev-
eral videos on the Internet under “Acorn Brown,” 
“I’m a Little Acorn,” or “I’m a Nut.”

“I’m a little acorn brown,
Lying on the cold, cold ground.
Everybody steps on me!
That is why I’m cracked, you see!
I’m a nut.
I’m a nut.
I’m a nut. I’m a nut. I’m a nut.
(Have the children slowly rise as you recite these next 
lyrics. Have them also slowly spread their arms and 
fingers as if they were a tree growing.)
“If you wait a long, long time,
You will see my branches climb,
Everyone looks up at me,
I became a big oak tree.
I’m a tree.
I’m a tree.
I’m a tree. I’m a tree. I’m a tree.”

Picture Book
Robot Zot by Jon Scieszka and David Shannon. 
Fans of Buzz Lightyear from the Toy Story movie 
series will most likely enjoy the adventures of 
warrior Robot Zot and his sidekick, Bot. The first 
image of Robot Zot fills the pages, but when he 
arrives on Earth and starts battling the kitchen 
appliances, we see that he is a tiny character. He 

sees his reflection in the side of a toaster and cries 
out, “You are looking at Zot, tough guy?” He falls 
in love with a toy telephone. “Zot knows that she 
is the Queen of all Earth.” He sets out to rescue 
her when he is confronted by “Earth’s most fear-
some Commander General” (the family dog). 
Zot is about to go into another battle when the 
Commander General is carried away by its owner. 
“Once again, Zot is victorious.” 

Storytelling Tip: Pause a long time to allow 
your audience to get a good look at the last word-
less page. The dog’s owner is blaming the poor pet 
for the destroyed appliances.

Closing Musical Activity
“The Eensy Weensy Robot,” based on the  
traditional song “The Eensy Weensy Spider.”  
New words by Rob Reid.

The Eensy Weensy Robot
Climbed to the table top.   
(Mime climbing with arms)
Looked all around 
(Hand over eyes, look in all directions)
And gave a little hop. 
(Hop in place)
Walked back and forth 
(Walk stiffly like a robot)
And looked so very brave  
(Thump chest)
Then climbed into a spaceship
And gave us one last wave.  
(Wave or salute and thrust hands in air while making  
a “whoosh” noise)

Fun Back-Up Picture Books to Consider
A Dinosaur Called Tiny by Alan Durant and Jo 
Simpson. The blurb on the book cover says it all: 
“The pint-sized prehistoric hero.” Tiny grows just 
a little bit from the time he hatches. “No one had 
ever seen such a tiny dinosaur before.” The other 
dinosaurs refuse to play him. Luckily, a bird likes 
his company. Of course, Tiny winds up saving the 
day when a big dinosaur is afraid of falling down a 
big crack in the earth.

Dot in Larryland: The Big Little Book of an 
Odd-Sized Friendship by Patricia Marx and Roz 
Chast. “Dot is just one jot bigger than invisible.” 
She is so small, the picture we see of her “has been 
magnified a flajillion times.” Larry, on the other 
hand, is huge. He’s taller than a house or a tree. 
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The one thing Dot and Larry have in common is 
that they are lonely. Larry was about to eat sixteen 
hamburgers, thirty-nine hot dogs, twenty-one 
sodas, and a lot more food when Dot came tum-
bling out of the pepper shaker. He orders her “one-
half a chip on a corn flake” and the two become 
friends.

Itty Bitty by Cece Bell. Itty Bitty is a very tiny 
dog who lives inside a bone. Itty bitty decides to 
buy some itty-bitty things to put inside the bone. 
He drives to the department store and sees a sign 
directing him to the “Teeny Weeny Department.” 
He buys tiny furniture and also sees a shelf of 
books for sale. Titles include “The Three Little 
Pigs,” “A Happy Little House,” and “Thumbelina.” 

Ruthie and the (Not So) Teeny Tiny Lie by Laura 
Rankin. Ruthie loves teeny tiny things and carries 
some around with her. One day, she finds a teeny 
tiny camera on the playground and insists it’s hers. 
Martin, the boy who lost the camera, wants it back. 
Ruthie tells their teacher that she got it for her 
birthday, and then she worries about her teeny tiny 
lie. She worries that if she tells the truth, “no one 
would ever talk to her again . . . not one teeny-tiny 
word.” 

Snow Globe Family by Jane O’Connor and S.D. 
Schindler. A family of five live in a big house. A 
snow globe sits on their fireplace mantle. Inside 
that globe lives a tiny family of five. This small 
family actually looks forward to someone shaking 
their little world. One day, the baby of the big fam-
ily sees the tiny family and shakes the globe. The 
tiny family jumps outside their little house and 
enjoys the snowstorm. The book ends with both 

families sleeping. The tiny family dreams about the 
next snowstorm. The final page shows a cat about 
to leap at a mouse hiding behind the snow globe. 
The text reads “Who knows? It might come very 
soon.”

Stand Tall, Molly Lou Melon by Patty Lovell and 
David Catrow. Molly Lou Melon, the shortest girl 
in first grade, has a wise grandmother who tells her 
to “Walk as proudly as you can and the world will 
look up to you.” The grandmother also provides 
good counsel that helps Molly Lou Melon stand up 
against a school bully who makes fun of her buck 
teeth and bullfrog voice. At the end of the book, 
Molly Lou Melon writes a letter to her grandmother 
that reads, “I wanted to tell you that everything you 
told me was exactly right.” 

Such a Silly Baby by Steffanie Long, Richard 
Long, and Amanda Shepherd. When a family 
goes to the zoo, its little baby gets switched with 
a chimpanzee. The mother returns the next day 
to get her baby, who is having a good time in the 
monkey cage. Next, the baby gets switched with a 
bear at the circus, with a pig at the farm, and with 
a buffalo at the Wild West show.

❖  ❖  ❖
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